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Less congestion.
Fewer accidents.
Higher capacity.
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Wherever overhead gantries display 
 situation-tailored warnings and speed limits, 
the risk of congestion and accidents dimin-
ishes. In evaluations, traffic management 
systems in Germany and abroad regularly 
prove to have led to significant reductions in 
accdent numbers. And as the vehicles move
at a consistent speed, travel becomes not 
only safer and faster, but also less polluting
because emission volumes are much lower 
than during the environmentally especially 
harmful stop-and-go traffic. Moreover, 
road capacity is considerably increased. 
Our  Sitraffic® Conduct+ highway manage-
ment system makes a decisive contribution 
to all these improvements.

The all-in-one control system
Sitraffic Conduct+ is extremely versatile.
The system can be used to control variable 
message and direction signs as well as lane 
control signals or barriers. In addition, it 
provides important data for traffic informa-
tion services and smoothly integrates toll 
systems, video surveillance installations, 
emergency systems as well as all environ-
mental and traffic data acquisition devices 
and systems as well as all traffic engineering 
facilities in road tunnels. And it goes with-
out saying that it interacts perfectly with 
neighboring traffic control centers and 
outstations of the most diverse kinds. This 
makes Sitraffic Conduct+ the system of 
choice not only for classic interurban free-
ways but also for major intersection-free 
 urban expressways and arterial roads.

From simple to complex
Sitraffic Conduct+ is modularly designed 
and can be used as the heart of systems of 
any size, from compact subcenters with up 
to 20 outstations right up to full-fledged, 
higher-level control centers with 10 operator 
stations and 10 subcenters, each of which 
can be governing up to 150 outstations! 
The system is suitable for use on all control 
levels and can easily be expanded at any 
time to match new requirements. There
will never be any problems in terms of hard- 
or software compatibility because in the 
world of Sitraffic there is full harmony
between all and any products and systems 
for interurban or urban traffic as well as for 
parking management.

Innovation as guiding principle
This new generation of highway manage-
ment centers is based on several decades 
of experience and takes into account the 
widely diverse demands of a heterogeneous 
range of customers. In the Sitraffic system 
world, setting the pace is a perfectly normal 
achievement because we push the continu-
ous development of all systems and make 
sure that they are always at the leading 
edge of technology. This includes for exam-
ple enhancements on the software side, 
such as the integration of strategy manage-
ment or automatic incident detection
modules into the highway management 
center, full link-up with tunnel management 
systems, detection of hazardous cargo 
 transports or height measurements includ-
ing vehicle class identification and number
plate recognition.

Situation-tailored speed limits 
ensure smooth traffic flow 

and, as a result, help minimize 
pollutant emissions.

In an emergency, knowing
exactly which types of
hazardous materials are being
transported on a specific 
stretch of road may safe lives.
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Ramp metering systems
help prevent traffic jams on 
the freeway before they have
a chance to form.

The temporary opening
of the hard shoulder helps 
boost the capacity of the
corresponding road section.

Why does the “100 kph” speed limit sign 
suddenly light up even though there is 
no traffic jam in sight (and none to come)? 
How does the system know that an immi-
nent traffic jam will be prevented if 80 per-
cent of drivers respect this speed limit? Or 
that several thousands of cars are leaving 
the huge parking lot of a nearby soccer
stadium just now and will mostly head for 
a certain freeway access ramp? All this is 
“only ” a question of applying the optimum 
methods for information retrieval and 
processing – across a large area and many 
different system worlds. A special forte
of Sitraffic Conduct+!

Sophisticated analyses
The control interventions automatically
or semi-automatically implemented by 
the highway management center are the
result of highly complex analyses. For this 
purpose, a multitude of situational factors 
along very long road sections and across
extensive areas have to be collected, aggre-
gated and correctly (!) interpreted. Based on 
a wide range of highly complex algorithms, 
Sitraffic Conduct+ analyzes the data pro-
vided by all connected sensors and systems 
and generates the appropriate intervention 
measures. For the fast and easy selection 
and definition of these underlying logical 
sequences, the responsible traffic engineer 
can rely on the user-friendly Cosmos strategy 
module.

Automatic detection of
incidents and wrong-way drivers
Clever algorithms for the interpretation of 
the data provided by the sensors and cam-
era systems also allow Sitraffic Conduct+ 
the automatic detection of accidents and 
wrong-way drivers and to initiate the cor-
responding actions: alert the control center 
operators to the situation, generate warn-
ings for display along the corresponding 
road section, inform the police, the traffic 
information agencies and the emergency 
services – almost all at once and even
autonomously, if the customer wishes.

Regulated access, less congestion
Sitraffic Conduct+ can serve to implement 
effective ramp metering whenever the
traffic volume on the main road threatens 
to become too high. This helps prevent 
 traffic jams before they even have a chance 
to form. Experience from recent years 
shows that this measure leads to an increase
in average travel speed by up to 25 percent, 
boosting capacity and throughput accord-
ingly.
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Global thinking,
local action.
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Clear prioritization
at any time.
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Sitraffic Conduct+ is an important element 
of the Sitraffic system family. This means in 
particular that its design is entirely modular. 
With all that, the concept does not focus
on particular technologies, but solely on the 
required functionalities. This allows the
customer to start out with the basic system 
and later expand it step by step – across the 
entire scale and all functions.

All advantages of
the Sitraffic system family
The Sitraffic Conduct+ highway manage-
ment center offers all advantages that have 
turned our Sitraffic family into one of the 
most successful product lines in the global 
traffic engineering market:

• Optimum interoperability and data
 compatibility between systems for urban
 and interurban traffic, parking, tunnel
 technology, all kinds of intelligent trans-
 port technologies and technical traffic
 control methods
• Open interfaces and full compliance with
 all national and international standards
• Reliable integration of tried-and-tested
 and innovative technologies
• Know-how, maintenance and other
 services provided by the global leader in
 road traffic engineering

Sitraffic Conduct+: Modularity as guiding principle

Sitraffic Conduct+: The control and management center for interurban and urban highways
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Advanced analytical expertise
for statistics and reports
Sitraffic Conduct+ generates a wide range 
of statistics, log files and reports for the 
most diverse purposes. This makes it pos-
sible, for example, to determine the specific 
effects of a particular traffic control meas-
ure, establish exact records of operating 
states and manual interventions, and much
more.

Automatic or manual – exactly as needed
In normal operation, the system controls 
traffic in automatic mode in accordance with 
predefined control objectives such as speed 
harmonization, congestion  warnings (traffic 
density levels), wet road, fog and black ice 
warnings, capacity  increase through tempo-
rary opening of hard  shoulders etc. In the 
case of accidents or for construction sites, 
the Gendarm  module suggests a switching 
schedule as basis for manual intervention 
measures.

Sitraffic Conduct+: Modular system architecture enables flexible solutions for interurban traffic
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As a highway management center is the 
merging point of a multitude of information 
flows, it seems nearly impossible to present 
all these data in a concise and clear manner. 
Important parameters keep changing and, 
at any moment, events may occur that 
 can not be handled by the automatic control 
module and require immediate human
intervention. The Sitraffic Conduct+ high-
way management center provides optimum
support for the operating personnel in 
the control center. The system ensures 
that the experts in the control center get 
 exactly the information they need to assess 
the current situation. And exactly at the 
 moment when it is needed for taking the 
right decision and appropriate action. In 
view of the enormous amount of relevant 
data, which in addition keep changing by 
the second, this constitutes an essential 
contribution to safety.

All kinds of traffic management functions
Sitraffic Conduct+ allows the realization of 
all types of traffic management functions:

• Traffic guidance in large or small networks
 (route or parking information)
• Manual or automated roadway section
 control, e.g. congestion and incident
 alerts, weather warnings on fog or wet
 roadway; temporary opening of hard
 shoulders
• Intersection and access control  
 (ramp metering and lane control signs)
• Traffic control in front of, in and behind
 tunnels

Data from all sources
For these manifold tasks, Sitraffic Conduct+ 
is equipped to process data from all kinds
of sources: from urban traffic guidance
and management systems, from neigh-
boring highway traffic control centers and
various authorities as well as from a large 
variety of sensors. The make and model 
of those systems doesn’t matter because
our highway management center features 
open interfaces according to international 
standards and can smoothly interact with 
subsystems of the most diverse types.

Information is key – on the road,
in the control center and on the Internet
Today, constantly updated traffic informa-
tion is a must on the radio and the Internet 
or in navigation systems. Sitraffic Conduct+ 
provides all required data and the related 
traffic situation reports directly to the re-
sponsible government traffic agency as well 
as to the media, service providers and any 
other interested party. This means that 
the information is not only intelligently 
 processed in the management center and 
displayed right at the roadside, but also 
 distributed via a number of other channels, 
enabling road users to make informed 
 decisions on the best route to take and 
thus help prevent congestion.

The operator interface for
setting up manual programs 

is highly convenient and
intuitive to use.

Sitraffic Conduct+ ensures
that the experts in the center 
get exactly the information 
they need to assess the current
situation.
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